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Abstract Plant reproductive success within a patch
may depend on plant aggregation through pollinator
attraction. For rewardless plants that lack rewards for
pollinators, reproductive success may rely strongly on
the learning abilities of pollinators. These abilities depend on relative co-flowering rewarding and rewardless plant species spatial distributions. We investigated
the effect of aggregation on the reproductive success of
a rewardless orchid by setting up 16 arrays in a factorial
design with two levels of intraspecific aggregation for
both a rewardless orchid and a rewarding co-flowering
species. Our results show that increasing aggregation of
both species negatively influenced the reproductive
success of the rewardless plants. To our knowledge,
this is the first experimental study demonstrating negative effects of aggregation on reproductive success of
a rewardless species due both to its own spatial
aggregation and that of a co-flowering rewarding species. We argue that pollinator learning behaviour is the
key driver behind this result.
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Introduction
In plant communities both positive and negative
interactions between plants, through competition and
facilitation, can take place simultaneously (Holzapfel
and Mahall 1999). These interactions can affect plant
reproduction (Moeller 2004), survival (Tirado and
Pugnaire 2003), growth (Holzapfel and Mahall 1999),
and, therefore, the dynamics of plant populations (Tirado and Pugnaire 2003). Competitive or facilitative
effects can occur both intra- and inter-specifically
(Rathcke 1983), and processes underlying these interactions can be related to resource use or to pollinator
visitation frequency (Rathcke 1983; Kennedy and Gray
1993). Facilitation among plants can operate by a
diversity of mechanisms (Callaway 1995), but particularly in terms of reproductive success through mutual
attraction of pollinators (Thomson 1978, 1981, 1982;
Waser and Real 1979). In such circumstances interactions between plants of a given species could be influenced by the spatial aggregation of individuals of this
species and also by those of co-flowering species.
Contrary to competition for resources, where interactions are mainly with spatially close neighbours, animal-mediated interactions among plants can act at a
much larger scale (Thomson 1983; Moeller 2004), up to
the population, community, or even landscape scale.
For instance, pollinators prefer dense flowering stands
(Kunin 1993; Kennedy and Gray 1993) and may visit
dense patches more often than those where plants are
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more dispersed, increasing plant reproductive success.
Therefore, spatial patterns of plants and species distribution within communities are likely to be of fundamental importance to animal-mediated plant
reproductive success (Pacala 1997).
Rewardlessness is generally rare in Angiosperms but
widespread within the Orchidaceae, where about onethird of the species lack reward (van der Pijl and
Dodson 1966; Ackerman 1986). The large majority of
rewardless orchids are nectarless food frauds (Ackerman 1986). Their pollen is not available as a reward
because it is clumped into pollinia (Johnson and Edwards 2000). In most rewardless orchids pollination
does not rely on mimicry (Ackerman 1986; Nilsson
1992) but appears to be effected by naı̈ve pollinators
exploring their environment and sampling rewardless
inflorescences before switching to more profitable food
sources (Nilsson 1992).
In entomophilous rewardless species the effects of
spatial arrangement on pollinator behaviour, e.g. the
level of aggregation, within a plant community should
differ from those of rewarding plants. Pollinators are
expected to change their flight distances and visitation
rates in response to both the availability and the
quantity of rewards (Stephen and Krebs 1986). They
are likely to leave quickly areas with few flowers, either
rewarding or rewardless, and remain for longer in
patches that provide a high reward or where rewarding
flowers are highly aggregated (Real 1983). A high level
of aggregation of rewardless plants may reduce pollinator visitation, because pollinators learn to avoid
them more quickly, whereas a high level of aggregation
of rewarding co-flowering plants may increase it. Other
types of pollinator behaviour can change in response to
amount of reward: after encountering a rewardless
plant, a pollinator increases both its flight distance to
the next inflorescence (Dukas and Real 1993) and the
probabilities of sampling a flower of a different phenotype on the next visit (Smithson and Macnair 1997).
The pollinator continues this process until it encounters a rewarding flower, after which the probability of
visiting other individuals of the same phenotype increases (Smithson and Macnair 1997; Cartar 2004).
Previous studies suggest that pollinators may show
short-term avoidance of unrewarding morphs and longterm memorising of rewarding morphs (Dukas and
Real 1993; Smithson and Macnair 1997). The spatial
aggregation of rewarding and rewardless plants influences the probabilities of encountering and visiting
both plant types, which in turn affect pollinator
learning. As a consequence, the spatial aggregation of
rewarding and rewardless flowers should influence the
reproductive success of rewardless plants, so that
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components of reproductive success in rewardless
species should change with variation in their levels of
aggregation.
A large body of theory indicates the importance of
spatial patterns in ecology (Tilman and Kareiva 1997;
Dieckmann et al. 2000). Although empirical studies on
competition in plants are abundant, very little is known
about how the spatial structure of plant communities
influences inter- and intra-specific interactions (Goldberg and Barton 1992; Gurevitch et al. 1992). Facilitation among plants for pollinator attraction has been
shown (Waser and Real 1979; Thomson 1981, 1982)
and discussed (Rathcke 1983; Real 1983), as well as the
influence of plant density on pollinator visitation rate
(Schmitt 1983a, b; Waddington 1980; Johnson et al.
2003; Alexandersson and Ågren 1996; Gumbert and
Kunze 2001). These studies suggest that, in the presence of competitor plants, pollinator visitation can increase in some cases and decrease in others. Similarly,
increased density of co-flowering species can increase
or decrease visitation rate. Finally, increased density of
a focal species can diminish, increase or have no effect
on pollinator visitation rate. However, the effects of
spatial aggregation of plant species on pollinator visitation within a plant community have not, to our
knowledge, been experimentally documented. In an
experimental context the concepts of density and spatial aggregation are particularly difficult to separate,
because variation in density may be correlated with
variation in spatial aggregation.
Very little is known about both the effect of rewardless plant spatial aggregation and that of coflowering species on the reproductive success of the
rewardless plants. To our knowledge, there is only
one experimental study, based on an artificial single
flower system, investigating the effect of spatial distribution of rewardless and rewarding species on visitation rate (Keasar 2000). This study showed that the
proportion of moves from rewarding to unrewarding
flowers, and the total number of visits to unrewarding
flowers, were significantly higher when distributed in
monospecific patches than in a randomly intermingled
distribution. However, the effects of intermingling
and spatial aggregation were potentially confounded,
and, further, results from such artificial systems do not
necessarily reflect patterns obtained from natural
populations.
In the present study we experimentally addressed
whether the reproductive success of a rewardless
orchid may be affected by its own aggregation and
that of a rewarding co-flowering species, using a full
factorial experimental design combining two relative
levels of aggregation. We hypothesised, on the basis
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of expected pollinator behaviour patterns, that an
increase in aggregation should decrease the reproductive success of the rewardless species, because
pollinators will avoid such a patch when encountered.
For the same reasons, we also predicted that
increasing aggregation of rewarding plants would increase reproductive success of the intermingled rewardless plants, because a dense rewarding patch will
attract more pollinators and, consequently, might also
increase the reproductive success of surrounding rewardless plants.

Material and methods
Study system
We used the widespread rewardless orchid Dactylorhiza sambucina Soó as a model study system. D.
sambucina has two co-occurring corolla colour morphs, purple and yellow, but only the yellow morph
was used in this study to avoid possible confounding
effects of colour polymorphism with aggregation.
Further, the yellow morph of the species is much
more common in the study area than the purple one.
D. sambucina flowers in April and May and is pollinated by newly emerged bumblebee queens (Nilsson
1980). Its flowers are zygomorphic, with an 8–12 mm
long labellum, and grouped into a dense inflorescence.
We selected Muscari neglectum Tenore (Asparagaceae) as our experimental nectar-rewarding species,
because it naturally co-flowers with D. sambucina and
is visited by the same pollinators (L.D.B. Gigord and
A. Smithson, personal observation). Pollinators are
likely to distinguish the two species easily: flowers of
M. neglectum are very small, actinomorphic, grouped
into a dense inflorescence and are deep blue in colour, thus mimicry could be excluded as a potential
confounding factor.
Study site
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Experimental design
We used a full factorial experimental design with two
levels of aggregation for the two species, with four
replicates per treatment combination, giving a total of
16 arrays (Fig. 1). These arrays were set up in a
homogeneous habitat, similar to the natural habitat of
these species (open or semi-open meadows). Naturally
occurring M. neglectum inflorescences within and surrounding the array—up to 1 m distance from the
edge—were removed. Each array contained 30 potted
plants: 15 pots with one D. sambucina per pot and 15
pots with three M. neglectum per pot, to give a similar
number of open flowers for the two species (see Fig. 1
for details). The same numbers of individuals of the
two species were used in each array to avoid frequency-dependent patterns of pollinator visitation.
Aggregation treatments and pots were randomly allocated to arrays and within each of them, respectively.
The orchid plants used in the experiment had 7–14
flowers ( x = 9.23 ± SE = 0.12), and were allocated to
arrays to ensure that similar numbers of flowers were
available per array ( x = 138.5 ± SE = 0.13). The
number of flowers per plant did not differ significantly
among arrays, either at the beginning (Kruskal–Wallis
chi-squared = 0.03, df=15, P=1, n=16) or at the end
(Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 10.58, df=15, P=0.78,

90 cm
30 cm
30 cm
3m

We carried out the experiment in southern France
(Massif des Cévennes: 4411¢000¢¢ N, 322¢500¢¢ E).
Two hundred and forty yellow D. sambucina plants
were carefully excavated, temporarily potted, and
bagged at bud stage. Each orchid plant and its original
position were marked in order to replace it at the end
of the experiment. Seven hundred and twenty M.
neglectum plants were also excavated and temporarily
potted. The other few co-flowering species, apart from
D. sambucina and M. neglectum, surrounding the
experimental arrays were mainly pollen rewarding.

9m

3m

90 cm

9m

Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental design showing the four
aggregation treatments. For low aggregation levels of Dactylorhiza sambucina (open circles) and Muscari neglectum (filled
circles), pots were distributed in a 9 m · 9 m array. For high
aggregation levels, pots were allocated in a 3 m · 3 m area
located in the centre of the large one. The grids represent 121
potential positions for high and low aggregation levels
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n=16) of the experiment. To ensure that experimental
conditions were maintained through the experiment,
we replaced damaged or wilted plants x = 3.88± SE =
0.65 per array) with plants with corresponding numbers of flowers. Orchids that were replaced were not
included in reproductive success estimation and analysis. Distance between two neighbouring plants in our
experimental arrays ranged between 30 cm and
460 cm. In natural populations these values vary between 2 cm and 1,510 cm (L.D.B. Gigord and A.
Smithson, unpublished data). Thus, levels of aggregation in the experiment were biologically relevant.
Data collection
We exposed plants simultaneously to pollinators on the
evening of 14 May 2004, when all orchids had at least
five open flowers. Plants were watered daily during the
period of exposure. After 8 days of exposure, all D.
sambucina plants were bagged, and male reproductive
success (pollinia removal, i.e. the number of pollinia
removed divided by the total number of pollinia
available for removal) was estimated for each individual. After 5 weeks, fruit set was counted for D.
sambucina and female reproductive success determined as the number of fruits produced divided by the
total number of flowers available. Reproductive success was then averaged in each array.
Data analysis
Differences in male and female reproductive success
among treatments and arrays were analysed by a mixed
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with permutation tests on the mean squares (Manly 1997), since
residuals violated ANOVA assumptions of normality
and homoscedasticity. The two response variables were
pollinia removal and fruit set, whereas the explanatory
variables were aggregation level of D. sambucina,
aggregation level of M. neglectum, and array nested in
the interaction between the two aggregation variables.
We estimated effects of aggregation by permuting
aggregation levels in the data set separately for each of
the two species. The interaction between the levels of
aggregation of the two species was tested by permutation of aggregation levels in the data set for both
species at the same time. Finally, we tested the replication level (i.e. array) by permuting array numbers
within the combination of the levels of aggregation of
the two species. P values were computed for each
treatment as the proportion of permuted mean-square
estimates larger than or equal to observed mean square
over 10,000 permutations. All statistical analyses were
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conducted with R 1.9.1 software (R Development
Core Team 2004). Throughout the results, mean values
are given with their standard errors.

Results
Increased aggregation of D. sambucina marginally reduced pollinia removal and significantly reduced fruit
set (Table 1, Fig. 2). Increased aggregation of M.
neglectum marginally reduced pollinia removal of D.
sambucina and significantly reduced its fruit set (Table 1, Fig. 2). Thus, high levels of aggregation of both
the rewardless and the rewarding species significantly
reduced D. sambucina reproductive success, in particular through female function.
The interaction between the levels of aggregation of
the two species had no significant effect on pollinia
removal and a marginally significant effect on fruit set
(Table 1, Fig. 2). Array had no significant effect on
male reproductive success but had a significant effect
on female reproductive success (Table 1).

Discussion
In a controlled manipulative field experiment, fruit set
of D. sambucina decreased as its spatial aggregation
increased, regardless of the aggregation level of M.
neglectum, which supported our a priori prediction. We
also found that the lower the aggregation of M. neglectum, the higher the fruit set of D. sambucina, which
Table 1 Effects of Dactylorhiza sambucina and Muscari neglectum aggregation levels, of their interaction (D. sambucina · M.
neglectum) and of array [array in (D. sambucina · M.
neglectum)] on (a) male (proportion of pollinia removed) and
(b) female (proportion of fruit produced) reproductive success of
D. sambucina, tested with a mixed ANOVA with permutation
method
Source of variation

df

MS

(a) Male reproductive success
D. sambucina
M. neglectum
D. sambucina · M. neglectum
Array in
(D. sambucina · M. neglectum)

1
1
1
12

0.1894
0.1691
0.0246
0.0911

0.0516
0.0609
0.4896
0.1125

(b) Female reproductive success
D. sambucina
M. neglectum
D. sambucina · M. neglectum
Array in
(D. sambucina · M. neglectum)

1
1
1
12

0.6173
0.2196
0.1069
0.0997

<0.0001***
0.0082**
0.0835
0.0123*



P<0.1, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001

P
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0.6
0.5

Mean RS

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
High

Low

Aggregation of M. neglectum
Fig. 2 Mean male (filled symbols) and female (open symbols)
reproductive success of D. sambucina according to aggregation
levels of M. neglectum and of D. sambucina (squares and circles
represent low and high aggregation, respectively). Bars represent
standard errors

did not support our a priori prediction. We expected
that specific pollinator behaviours would affect avoidance learning of rewardless plants through different
mechanisms, for example, by reducing time spent by
pollinators in a patch offering a lower amount of reward (Real 1983; Dukas and Real 1993), increasing
flight distances and visitation rates after a rewardless
visit (Real 1983; Stephen and Krebs 1986; Smithson
and Macnair 1997), or through short-term avoidance of
rewardless species and long-term memorising of
rewarding species (Dukas and Real 1993; Smithson and
Macnair 1997). Each of these behaviours is expected,
in turn, to depend on the relative encounter and,
consequently, on the relative visitation rates to the
rewarding and rewardless plants. As these rates depend on the relative spatial aggregation of both types
of species, the differences in reproductive success
found in this study should be a direct consequence of
the spatial aggregation of rewarding and rewardless
plants. As predicted, a high level of spatial aggregation
of the orchid may increase the probability that pollinators quickly leave the patch, thereby lowering the
reproductive success of the rewardless species. The
higher the level of aggregation of rewardless plants, the
more often pollinators encounter them and the faster
they may learn to avoid them. This is supported by
Gumbert and Kunze (2001), who showed a significant
negative effect of density of the rewardless orchid
Orchis boryi on its fruit production in 1 m2 plots.
How can we explain the result that the reproductive
success of D. sambucina increased with decreased

aggregation of M. neglectum? High levels of aggregation in rewarding species might encourage pollinators
to stay in the patch for longer, but may simultaneously
increase interspecific competition for access to pollinators, thus decreasing visitation to the rewardless species. Pollinators may learn and favour rewarding
species in the long term (Dukas and Real 1993) and,
consequently, visit M. neglectum flowers preferentially,
since the rewardless species will be the poorer competitor for pollinator visitations. This could explain the
decrease of D. sambucina reproductive success with
the increased aggregation of M. neglectum.
We deliberately chose easily distinguishable
rewarding and rewardless species. This dissimilarity,
which facilitates the discrimination of the two species
by pollinators, might also reinforce avoidance learning
and reduce the likelihood that a pollinator would move
from a rewarding to a rewardless plant, especially at
high aggregation of M. neglectum. Bumblebees preferentially move to flowers of similar colour to those on
which they have recently been foraging with success
(Smithson and Macnair 1996; Gumbert and Kunze
2001; Gigord et al. 2002). Because D. sambucina and
M. neglectum are clearly dissimilar in several floral
traits, including corolla colour, the higher the aggregation of M. neglectum, the higher might be the
probability that pollinators visit mainly M. neglectum
plants. In this situation pollinators can focus on the
rewarding species while maintaining a low cost of
flight. When not rewarded, pollinators are more likely
to move to flowers of a different colour and, consequently, avoid flowers of the rewardless species
(Smithson and Macnair 1997). Thus, rewardless species
are probably more likely to benefit from flowering at
the same time as rewarding species of similar corolla
colour (Gumbert and Kunze 2001), while negative effects such as those we observed may principally occur
for dissimilar corolla colour species pairs. Supporting
this hypothesis, Johnson et al. (2003) found that increased density of the rewarding Allium schoenoprasum (similar corolla colour) strongly enhanced the
reproductive success of the rewardless Anacamptis
morio, but that increased density of the rewarding
Lotus corniculatus (different corolla colour) slightly
decreased it. This is in accordance with the decrease of
fruit set with increased aggregation of the dissimilar M.
neglectum found here. However, high aggregation of a
rewarding co-flowering species cannot explain why, in
some studies, the reproductive success of rewardless
orchids increased with increasing rewarding species
aggregation, even when corolla colours were dissimilar
(Alexandersson and Ågren 1996; Gumbert and Kunze
2001). Our results also contrast with those of Keasar
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(2000), who showed that the total number of visits to
unrewarding types was significantly higher in a patchy
flower arrangement, where rewarding and rewardless
plants were aggregated but spatially separated, than in
an intermingled one, where plants were dispersed but
mixed. We, however, obtained the highest reproductive success for a low level of aggregation of the two
intermingled species and the lowest reproductive success when M. neglectum and D. sambucina were
intermingled at a high level of aggregation. As the
rewarding and rewardless plants were either intermingled or separated in Keasar’s study, the effect of
aggregation was possibly confounded with an intermingling effect, which is not the case in the present
study. This suggests that the effects of aggregation of
rewarding and rewardless species remain unclear and
could depend both on the species pair that is considered and the local spatial arrangement of plant species
(intermingled or separated). More experiments are
necessary to distinguish the effects of intermingling
and aggregation.
This experiment shows that high levels of aggregation of both a rewardless and a rewarding species that
are phenotypically dissimilar diminishes the fruit set of
the rewardless species, mediated by changes in pollinator visitation. These results imply that it is fundamental to take into account the spatial aggregation of
both co-flowering species and the focal rewardless
species when assessing their reproductive success.
These results could also explain why rewardless orchids
flower early in the season, which may be the result of
selection for increased pollinator services. The detrimental effects of high aggregations of both species
should be considered when reintroducing rewardless
orchids in a natural environment. However, as other
factors such as colour similarity between the rewarding
and the rewardless species and their intermingling
seem to interact with the aggregation effects, more
experiments are needed to understand the effects of
aggregation sensu lato. Because of the complexity of
aggregation effects and interactions among plant species and pollinators, similar in situ large-scale experimental approaches are fundamental for obtaining a
better understanding of these natural phenomena.
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